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Abstract. We propose a new authentication scheme of binding update protocol, 
which its Correspondent Node (CN) issues a ticket to Mobile Node (MN) when 
MN first executes the Binding Update (BU). This ticket assist that it is able to 
do efficiently the BU whenever MN requires the BU for the future. The pro-
posed protocol need not be repeated equal BU course whenever the MN moves 
to foreign link or network, and is able to be executed in environment of not op-
erating the Home Agent (HA), and also easies scalability. 

1   Introduction 

MIPv6 [1] is the protocol of IP layer supporting node's mobility in IPv6. In MIPv6, 
MN has static Home Address (HoA) reaching without reference to now connected 
links and extraordinary CoA which is changeable when MN handovers to foreign link 
[1]. Also, located in foreign link, MN assumes that HA as a substitute of MN exists. 
When MN acquires new CoA from moving new link, it must register its CoA to HA. 
By registering this address, other nodes are always able to transfer messages using 
this node's HoA without reference to physical location of node. When MN isn't lo-
cated in home link, messages received other nodes are sent to those nodes by using 
registered address in HA. But, because this method is always formed through HA, it 
brings about results which use inefficiently network. Accordingly, to solve this prob-
lem in MIPv6, MN also registers its Care-of Address (CoA) to its CN. By using this 
method, the connection between the MN and its CN are able to be optimized. This 
course which register CoA to HA and its CN, that is, are called “binding”.  MIPv6 
standard documentation of IETF is recommending to execute the BU to use Return 
Routability (RR) scheme [1]. But, if it doesn't securely execute the BU course, this 
course is able to be vulnerable in Denial-of Service (DoS) attack, redirect attack, and 
neighbor bombing attack [2].  



But, RR scheme doesn't fully satisfy MIPv6 security requirements. In case of stan-
dard documentation [1], it is recommending to securely execute the BU courses by 
using IPSec [3, 4] into RR scheme to overcome these problems [5]. IPSec is able to 
be efficient between MN and HA supporting long-term connections. But, it may be 
inefficient between MN and its CN which is able to be formed by short-term connec-
tions. Also, IPSec can be a burden in case of communication node having low-power 
and limited computational quantities because of not little  calculation costs executing 
internal key exchange protocol, Internet Key Exchange (IKE) [6], of IPSec. Therefore, 
it is required of mechanisms which safely execute the BU at low cost between MN 
and its CN without using IPSec mechanism. To solve this problem, many BU proto-
cols have been proposed. But, the existed BU protocols have some problems.  

In Return Routability (RR) [1] scheme, the information of creating session key is 
forwarded through public channel. Only, an attacker is able to intercept both Home 
Test (HoT) message and Care-of Test (CoT) message sending by two routers. It is not 
difficult if two attackers conspire. Child-proof Authentication for MIPv6 (CAM) [7] 
has problems as follows. First, this protocol takes costs for signing messages in MN 
and costs for verifying this signature in its CN. Second, it only supplies authentication 
of MN's HoA. Finally, it just supplies one way authentication.  

The existed BU protocols may be iterated equal protocol course whenever MN 
moves to foreign link. This method has two problems. First, it can reduce the effi-
ciency of entire protocol because of always iterating same protocol course whenever 
MN gained new CoA from foreign link. Second, because the BU a limited lifetime, 
MN must update a lifetime.  

We propose the secure and efficient TBU protocol, which the BU using the ticket 
is able to promote efficiency by reducing iterating courses of entire protocol. 

2   The Proposed Protocol 

We present TBU protocol for secure BU. It is designed for being suitable for almost 
all environments; in case of which a CN is not only a fixed node but also a portable 
node. In addition, when the CN is the moving node, the proposed protocol doesn't 
give computational burden such as public key operation, exponential calculation to 
MN.  

In TBU protocol, we assume that the connection between a MN between it’s HA, 
between it’s HA and the HA of CN, between a CN and its HA is able to establish 
secure tunnel using the IPSec. Also, the CN is able to be not only fixed node but also 
moving node. The detailed protocol is following.  
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Fig. 1. The basic TBU protocol at first between MN and its CN via Mobile Host (MH) 
 
The following notation is used in describing our protocol.  
• BU/BA: A binding update/binding acknowledgement.  
• MN/MH: Mobile node/its home agent  
• CN/CH: Correspondent node/ its home agent  
• HoA/CoAA: A home address of MN and care-of address of a node A.  
• MHaddr/CHaddr/CNaddr: The address of MH/CH/CN.  
• KA-B: A secret key between A and B.  
• KA: A secret key of A.  
• CookieA: A cookie generated by A (the parameter for preventing DoS).  
• LBU/BA: A lifetime of BU/BA.  
• TA: A timestamp generated by A.  
• MAC (M, K): Keyed hash of message M with key K for authenticating message 

M.  
• TckA-B: A ticket between A and B.  
• nA: A nonce generated by A.  
• a∥b: A bit concatenation of message a and b 
 

The nodes which participated in basic protocol are MN, Mobile Host (MH), and 
CN. But, the BU protocol at the future only participates in MN and its CN. The role 
of MH is to create the secret key and the ticket with CN instead of the MN. The de-
tailed basic protocol is same to Fig. 2. The connection between MN and MH, between 
MH and CN is protected securely via ESP tunnel. We describe some of the features 
of TBU protocol.  

 



Message 1. This message which sends to MH is to request BU to MH and CN. The 
MN creates a nonce nMN and associates the nonce with its CN in its binding update 
list. It is used to prevents messages from replay attack and create secret key. TMN and 
LBU is a timestamp and a lifetime generated by MN, respectively. A lifetime of BU 
has a fixed time. Accordingly, even though MN doesn't move to a foreign link or 
network, the lifetime of BU must be re-updated before the lifetime is over. KMN-MH is 
IPSec secret key between MN and MH.  

 

MHMNBUMNMNaddraddr KLTnCoAHoACNMHHoA −),,,,,(,,  
 

Message 2. Upon receiving message 1, MH registers CoA of MN and stores bind-
ing information into binding cache. MH creates nonce nMH for preventing a message 
from replay attack and creating secret keys. It sends a message to CN communicating 
with MN to request ticket creation and BU. This message is also sent to MN's CN via 
the secure protected ESP tunnel. It is a message which request for creating ticket and 
executing BU between MN and CN. The MH forwards other parameters received 
from MN to CN.  

 

CNMHBUMHMHMNaddr KLTnnCoAHoACNHoA −),,,,,(,,  
 

Message 3. The MN's CN first validates nonce, timestamp, and lifetime received 
from MH. It then generates a symmetric key KMN-CN between MN and its CN, which 
will be used as the ticket key. Also, it creates TckMN-CN that will be used by the node 
with HoA. The ticket consists of HoA of node's address using ticket, nonce nMN, 
timestamp TCN, ticket's lifetime LTck, a symmetric key KMN-CN between MN and its CN. 
It is able to use the purpose of authenticating MN when MN moved to foreign link. 
By publishing ticket, the BU between MN and its CN for the future becomes very 
simply. The protocol's efficiency then is raised by reducing the iteration of entire 
protocol course. The CN registers CoA of MN. Then, the binding information is 
stored into binding cache of CN.     
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Message 4. The MH intercepted this message creates the symmetric key KMN-CN 

like CN. It adds the nonce nMN received from MN at first to message. After it con-
catenated each node's timestamp, it forwards this message to MN via secure ESP 
tunnel. MN received message 4 first checks the nonce nMN created itself. Then, MN 
stores securely the ticket TckMN-CN. As a result, our protocol is first performed simul-



taneously both the key distribution and the BU courses via secure ESP tunnel recom-
mending in IETF. By using ticket, the next BU is able to be executed with only two 
messages such as a BU and a BA message. It aims to upgrade a performance of BU 
protocol by minimizing the courses of the entire protocol.  
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When MN again moves to foreign link or network, it doesn't perform all basic 

TBU protocol courses. MN executes BU by using only two messages like BU mes-
sage containing the ticket and BA message. So, the TBU protocol is able to elevate 
the efficiency of entire protocol and to reduce abilities witch are attacked from at-
tackers by decreasing message number. The protocol is illustrated as Fig.2.  
 

  BU message. MN directly sends this message to CN to register new CoA which 
gains in foreign link or network. Because the connection between MN and its CN 
isn't protected by secure ESP tunnel, there may be various attacks. Accordingly, it 
creates and adds security parameters to message. After created a cookie Cookie1, It 
sends it to its CN. The aim of cookie is to first filter attacks such as DoS or flooding 
attack etc. It also inserts a ticket TckMN-CN generated by CN in the message. It then 
sends the BU message to CN directly.   
 

  BA message. Upon receiving BU message, CN first checks on the validity of a 
cookie Cookie1 whether attack is or not. Also, it generates the cookie Cookie2 and then 
sends it to MN. And, it verifies the validity of the ticket by decrypting and checking 
the validation period and the MN's HoA included in the ticket. Then, it verifies the 
MAC using the ticket key. Also, CN checks a lifetime of BU message and inserts the 
lifetime of BA LBA, n’

MN generated by MN in BA message. If everything is ok, CN 
stores the nonce and BU information in its binding cache. It then responds to BU 
message by sending the BA message.  
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Fig. 2. The basic TBU protocol for the future between MN and its CN.  
 



3   The Protocol Analysis 

In MIPv6, in case of not executing safely the binding update courses, there are vari-
ous attacks such as DOS attack, redirect attack, and neighbor bombing attack, etc. 
Therefore, The BU must be satisfied with the security requirements as follows.  

 
• An authentication of requester: The HA and MN's CN must be able to con-

firms whether it is the request of MN possessed HoA or not before they recognize the 
BU request of MN. If it isn't confirmed from nodes, attackers can be various redirect 
attacks by executing the BU in disguise with a justified MN.  

• An authentication of responder: MN must be able to affirm whether the re-
sponse message for BU request is the acknowledgement message of its CN communi-
cating now with itself or not. If not, MN is able to mistake that the binding update 
was successful. In this case, the directly delivered message through routing optimiza-
tion is dropped.  

• Integrity of binding information: It must support the integrity of CoA informa-
tion of MN. If doesn't supply, attackers is able to be various attack by changing CoA 
of MN.  

• A location authentication of requester: MN's CN must be able to verify 
whether MN really exists in suggesting current location (CoA of MN) or not. If not, 
by using address of other nodes, attackers can be bombing attack against target node.   

 
Now, we will discuss how strong our protocol TBU is against various attacks such 

as Denial-of Service (DoS) attack and Redirect attack.  
DoS attack is that a justified users is not able to execute the protocol. It can be di-

vided with resource depletion attack and connection depletion attack. The former is 
attack of targeting nodes not using fixed resource like mobile node as the attack for 
consuming calculation resource of server. But, the latter is attack for exhausting the 
connection of being able to permit in server.  

DoS attack is not problem of solving certainly in BU protocol because it is able to 
occur in all communication protocols. Also, to protect completely it is very difficult. 
Besides, this attack is not attack which is able to settle in satisfyingness of security 
requirements on contrary to redirect attack and neighbor bombing attack. To alleviate 
DoS attack, a generally used scheme is divided as follow. First, it comprise protocol 
so not to be necessary that nodes are able to support the status information for reduc-
ing cases that services are rejected from the exhaustion of buffer sustaining connec-
tion status datum. Second, nodes authenticate the communicated messages for reduc-
ing cases of maintaining unnecessary connection information. Third, to be difficult 
the attack, those use client puzzle. Second scheme requires adding costs of authenti-
cating messages. So, it is used generally with more and more increased method.  

TBU protocol uses cookie to prevent this attack. MN first creates cookie, then on 
receiving the cookie its CN checks on the validity of it. If is not right this information, 
CN drops a message.   

Various attackers may try to redirect the mobile node's traffic to some other nodes 
including itself. If the attacker can procure the private key of the victim or the ticket 
key of the victim’s ticket, the attacker is able to be successful at this attack. We as-



sume that both are infeasible if the attacker is attempting a passive cryptanalysis at-
tack. 

Table 2. The satisfaction of security requirement of protocols 

mutual authentication 
MN CN 

message 
integrity 

location 
authentication 

RR × × × △ 
ECBU ○ ○ ○ △ 
CAM ○ × ○ △ 

CBID/SUCV ○   ○* ○ △ 
Proposed Method ○ ○ ○ △ 

 
We will first argue that our protocol and existing BU protocol satisfy the security 

requirements of the BU protocol. In Table 2, all protocols with the exception of CAM 
[7] and RR protocol supplies a mutual authentication. In case of SUCV protocol, it is 
able to settle mutual authentication by IPSec only. Also, TBU protocol and ECBU 
protocol provide the mutual authentication by using HA. The integrity of BU message 
can be authenticated by encrypting the securely established session key and making 
signature the BU request message. There are not securely confirming methods 
whether MN exists in MN's CoA or not. But all schemes have a certain amount of 
devices to solve this problem.  

4   Conclusion 

 In this paper we presented solution to elevate efficiency by reducing iterating BU 
courses via ticket. The ticket-based binding protocol takes diverse advantages. First, 
the CN need not maintain the status information of session key between MN and its 
CN because it encrypts the ticket using its private key. Second, both MN and its CN 
is able to perform BU in environments on not operating a HA of MN such as P2P 
circumstances.   

Also, proposed TBU protocol satisfies the safety of protocol and security require-
ments such as mutual authentication, the integrity of the BU message and a certain 
amount of location authentication because this ticket is only able to create in CN or 
HA of CN and the session key between MN and its CN is contained in it.  
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